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Peter Wohllenben in his bestseller book, The Hidden Life of Trees introduced the world to the fact
that trees communicated with each other. Dr. Suzanne Simard, Professor of Forest Ecology,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver expanded on Wohllenben’s work and proved
scientifically that, in fact, the trees shared resources through an interwoven-system of roots and
fungi. When one tree was in need of support, it communicated that need to the rest of the trees
and resources were released from storage to help the tree in need. As living species, it is easy to

understand this relationship. But what about inanimate objects such as large rocks or megaliths.
Can they communicate as well?
Don Hill interviewed Dr Leroy Little Bear, Blackfoot Indian, as they walked about Writing-onStone Provincial Park in Alberta, Canada in 2008. His article, published in Alberta Views, was
titled Listening to Stones. In that article, Dr Little Bear shared his view of the spiritual connection
to place. He told Don Hill that, “The native paradigm consists of several key things. One of them
is constant motion or constant flux. The second part is everything consists of energy waves. In the
Native world, the energy waves are really the spirit. And it is the energy waves that know. It is not
you who know, it is the energy waves that know. You know things because you we are also made
up of energy waves. or a combination thereof.”
As they walked about the park Dr. Little Bear share his view of the stones in the park and what
knowledge they could share if they were open to sharing. Dr Little Bear said, “Think of their age.
The stuff they must know! Yet the “teaching rocks” are somewhat careful about sharing their
counsel. When I first visited Writing-on-Stone as a young man in the 1970s, I sensed there was a
whole lot going on here that I could not get my head around. Like a stranger, they will not sit down
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and tell you everything immediately. Only when the rocks begin to know you will they tell you
their story.”
Dr. Little Bear’s understanding of “talking rocks” is confirmed in two books published in the
United Kingdom. Guy Underwood book, The Pattern of the Past, was published in 1969 after his
death. His extensive research of monuments such as Stonehenge and others showed that there were
indeed energy forces interconnecting these megalith structures both within the structure features
and with other monuments some distance away. Dennis Wheatley in his book, The Essential
Dowsing Guide went on to show scientific research of the energy flows from rock structures.
Wheatley reported in his book that Dr. J. Havelock Fidler, a retired scientist, had heard people
talking about the possibility of energy passing between megaliths so he decided to see if it were
true. Dr. Fidler tested a number of stones in an area known as Loch Shielding, Scotland. Wheatley
reported that, “Fidler discovered that each stone was transmitting aerial energies to other stones in
the region. Some stones had as many as seven aerial beams passing through them.” Fidler’s work
was expanded upon by Bob Sephton, an electrical engineer who used a copper coil and an
oscilloscope to measure the energy bands from the megalith stones. For the most part, they
discovered five bands of energy above ground as shown in the diagram below. Analysis of this
phenomenon by Wheatley determined that, “When a standing stone is rooted into an earth energy
pattern, such as a Geospiral, Ley line, or earth current, it absorbs and transmits the energy. The
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energy forms an organized and coherent series of nodes or bands of energy.” Rodney Hale, an
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expert in measuring and analyzing electromagnetic energies, and Dennis’s daughter Maria,
conducted further experiments which showed the magnitude of the electromagnetic energy
emanating from the megalith stones at each level. They concluded that Band 2 is for aerial
transmissions to local stones such as those in a circle around a particular stone. Band 4 is for long
distance transmissions to other megalith sites across the landscape.
Since stones are inanimate and have no root or other form of physical connection, it is hard to
contemplate any back and forth communications. However, Wheatley reported that Maxwell Cade,
a pioneer in the field of biofeedback techniques showed he could measure deep theta and delta
brainwave changes in people when they were standing close to standing stones. Wheatley said,
“Every stone in a circle engages with every other stone in energetic frontal “crosstalk.” Wheatley
further showed that in some megalith stones, they had a particular energy pattern around the stone
which he found using dowsing. This pattern shown below has concentric rings of energy that are
positive and negative in alternating rings and energy lines aligned to N-S, E-W and at the 45degree directions.
Field Experimentation
Two sites in Alabama where
megalith stones exist were visited to
make field measurements using
dowsing.
No
scientific
measurements were made since we
do not have the capability to
duplicate Wheatley’s and his
colleagues’ experiments.
Near the Guntersville, AL Dam on
the Tennessee River is a rock site
that we have been investigating for
about ten years. This site has a
megalith stone standing probably 30
feet high and only a few feet thick.
Adjacent to the standing stone is a
recumbent stone which has a special
carving that has been interpreted to
be
associated
with
healing
ceremonies. Heretofore, we had Energy Pattern for Concentric Circles and Cardinal
Rays
always though that the healing
ceremony was located on the
From Wheatley
recumbent rock. Now we know
differently based on our most recent findings.
The large standing stone at the Guntersville site was determined to have a 49-ring Geospiral
directly under the rock. Two energy lines pass directly through the standing stone as well as the
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recumbent stone. The medicine for the healing ceremony was prepared on the recumbent stone
and the person to be healed was likely placed close to the standing stone where the large energy
fields was upwelling from under the stone. A 49-ring Geospiral is the largest that occurs so this
had to be a powerful healing site.

Edge View Guntersville Stone
Guntersville Standing Stone
The Guntersville stone was tested to see if energy was emanating from the stone. The answer was
found to be “yes” as stated by Wheatley. Using a dowsing rod held in the search position (pointing
straight ahead), the rod was placed near the ground adjacent to the stone and slowly raised up along
the stone surface. As the rod moved upwards it swung to the found position (90 degrees) when it
encountered energy emanating from the rock. A band of energy was located from ground level to
about 1 foot above the ground and then again at about 3 feet above ground to about 5 feet. I did
not have a ladder to measure all the way up to the top of the stone but felt I was seeing the energy
emanate from the rock. I used the rods to ask the questions: “Is Band 2 being used to communicated
with local rock and Band 4 with distance rocks?” I got a yes response from the rods. I suspect that
Band 2 may be a higher frequency to be received locally and Band 4 may be a lower frequency to
be received at further distances. In the area of the Guntersville stone, there are more large stones
but they are some distance away so I did not try and investigate them for energy flow patterns. As
presented by Wheatley and others, it does appear that energy passing through the rock is absorbed
in the rock and then is generated outwardly to communicate with other rocks.
Dr. Leroy Little Bear’s comments about “talking rocks” appears to be “spot on.” These rocks,
especially like the Guntersville rock which was used for healing ceremonies, have been witness to
many things over a millennium of time. A Creek Indian trail nearby indicates that thousands of
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Indians passed this point. Did these rocks
absorb the history of this place? Can their
knowledge of this place be communicated
to us? Are the rocks willing to share that
knowledge by communicating with us?
Dr. Little Bear thinks some elders may
learn the stories if they visit with the rocks
long enough.
Little River Canyon National Preserve
This National Park Service Preserve was
established in 1992 to protect the scenic
beauty of the Little River Canyon in
Dekalb and Cherokee Counties, AL. This
site was home to the Cherokee Indians
who lived in the sandstone canyon of the
river. Throughout this area of the canyon
are many naturally formed standing stone
sites created over a millennium of time.
Two large standing stones are located
Little River Canyon Standing Stone
along highway 176 on the west side of the
Little River Canyon. The first stone is
often referred to as the mushroom rock which is located in the center of the road. This rock was
investigated and determined
to have a 21-Ring Geospiral
directly under it. Associated
with the rock are two energy
lines which probably caused
the Geospiral to form. This
standing stone was checked
to see if energy emanated
from this rock as it did from
the Guntersville Rock. There
were bands of energy around
this rock located about the
same heights as the ones
discovered in Guntersville.
Directly to the NNE and
about 220 feet from the
Mushroom rock is another
large rock; however, this one
is more of large lump about

Little River Canyon Energy Rock
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20 feet high and probably 30 feet in diameter. This rock does not have a Geospiral associated with
it but there are two energy lines passing through the rock. This energy is absorbed in the rock and
the rock then emanates energy identically to what is described in Wheatley’s book for patterns
involving concentric circles and cardinal rays. The concentric circles of energy are spaced about 6
feet apart and are alternatingly positive or negative. The cardinal rays of energy were aligned to
N-S-E-W and NE-SW-NW-SE. I used the rods to question whether energy was being shared
between the two rocks in the vicinity and the I received a yes response.
Future Plans
More sites with standing stones will be researched in the future in order to collect enough empirical
data to validate that what Wheatley has shared in his book about England is being duplicated in
the US. Further, if we can find an electrical engineer who has experience in field measurements,
we will try and duplicate some of the experiments done by Wheatley’s colleagues in the UK.
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